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thousands of men who composed the Order*   They suggest
that only a small directing group within the Temple held to
heretical tenets while most of the brethren were, at least in
the early stages of their service, ignorant of the apostasy of
the chiefs,    Only when a brother had given years to the
Order and been adjudged fit for the revelation was he
initiated into the inner circle, which was anti-Christian or
athiest or taught some form of philosophical truth.   The
initiates pretended to support the teachings of the Roman
Church because they believed that religion was proper for the
vulgar j   but   they   themselves  despised   Christianity  and
Mahometanism as equally fallacious and either had no faith
in a divinity or were pure deists.    This teaching is said to
have been contained in a secret Rule, which laid down the
renunciation of Christ as a condition of rnemherhip of the
inner circle.
The only Rule—and it was secret from all except the very
highest officers—is, however, orthodox in every way.   The
story of the renunciation rests on testimony which is suspect,
but, if it be accepted as true, the testimony proves conclusively
that members were required to deny Christ, not after long
service in the Order, but immediately on their deception.
No witness who admitted the renunciation deposed that it was
confined to a limited class of members and only half a dozen
in all said that the test was imposed some time after their
entry into the Temple.    One very cogent submission against
the idea of a mysterious circle is that not a single member,
high or low, acknowledged a secret cult.   The Manicheans,
the Gnostics, the Patarins had gone to their deaths boasting
of their belief, but no Templar defied his judges and
welcomed martyrdom for his alleged illicit faith.   The
brethren led to the flames proclaimed their orthodoxy again
and again and affirmed their belief in the teachings of the
Roman, Church to the end.   Were the Templars heretics,
surely some of them, when tied to the stake if not before,

